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ABSTRACT
In a multi-agent system, an agent’s optimal policy will typically
depend on the policies of other agents. Predicting the behaviours of
others, and responding promptly to changes in such behaviours, is
therefore a key issue in multi-agent systems research. One obvious
possibility is for each agent to broadcast their current intention, for
example, the currently executed option in a hierarchical RL frame-
work. However, this approach results in inflexible agents when
options have an extended duration. While adjusting the executed
option at each step improves flexibility from a single-agent perspec-
tive, frequent changes in options can induce inconsistency between
an agent’s actual behaviour and its broadcasted intention. In or-
der to balance flexibility and predictability, we propose a dynamic
termination Bellman equation that allows the agents to flexibly
terminate their options.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Many important real-world tasks [13], such as taxi coordination [5],
supply chain management [2], and distributed sensing [4] are multi-
agent by nature. Despite the success of single-agent reinforcement
learning (RL) [7, 10], multi-agent RL has remained an open chal-
lenge. For example, from one agent’s perspective the environment
dynamics are non-stationary as they can be affected by the others’
actions [9]. An optimal policy will thus typically depend on the
policies of other agents, and hence it is essential that an agent learns
the behaviours of others. One possible solution is to let each agent
model and broadcast its intention, in order to indicate its subse-
quent behaviours [1]. Fortunately, hierarchical RL provides a simple
solution for modeling agents’ intentions by allowing them to use
options, which are subgoals that an agent aims to achieve in a finite
horizon. Makar et al. [6] proposedmultiagent hierarchical RL, where
agents can coordinate by broadcasting their current option to the
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others. However, despite the advantage brought by using options,
there can be a delay in an agent’s response to changes in others’
behaviours and in the environment, due to the temporally-extended
nature of options. A potential solution to improving agents’ flexi-
bility towards changes is to terminate options prematurely. This
has been studied previously to address the problem of imperfect
options in single-agent settings [11]. However, this approach may
no longer prove advantageous in a multi-agent scenario: if an agent
frequently switches its option, the option that is broadcasted may
become inconsistent with its subsequent behaviour. This poses a
dilemma unique to multi-agent systems: insufficient termination
of options results in agents’ delayed response to changes, while
excessive terminations makes an agent’s behaviour unpredictable.

We propose a dynamic termination Bellman equation, which al-
lows an agent to flexibly terminate its current option. This approach
balances flexibility and predictability, combining the advantages
of both. The intuitive way of modelling dynamic termination is
to keep an additional controller which decides whether to termi-
nate the current option at each step. In this paper, we incorporate
the controller as an additional option. In this way, the Q-value of
the newly introduced option is associated consistently with the Q-
values of the original options, and our model introduces negligible
additional complexity to the original model.

2 BACKGROUND
The Options Framework [11] introduces options as temporally ex-
tended actions. An option o is defined as a triple ⟨Io , βo ,πo⟩, where
Io ⊆ S is the initiation set and βo : S → [0, 1] is the option ter-
mination condition. πo : S → A is a deterministic option policy
that selects primitive actions to achieve the target of the option. On
reaching the termination condition in state s ′, an agent can select
a new option from the set O(s ′) := {o | s ′ ∈ Io }. A Semi-Markov
Decision Process (SMDP) [11] defines the optimal Q-value:

Q(st ,ot ) = E
[k−1∑
τ=0

γ τ rt+τ + γk max
o′∈O(st+k )

Q(st+k ,o
′)

]
, (1)

where k refers to the number of steps until the termination condi-
tion βot (st+k ) = 1 is fulfilled. Options are usually pre-trained and
have to cover a large range of tasks, without being able to solve
any one task perfectly. To address this imperfect options problem,
Sutton et al. [11] have shown that premature termination at each
step to select the next best option can improve performance signifi-
cantly. Harutyunyan et al. [3] further addressed the adverse effect
of early termination on exploration, by executing a separate explo-
ration policy during training, which follows the selected option, but
randomly terminates with a fixed probability ρ.
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(a) 19x19 taxi with 3 agents
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(b) 19x19 pursuit with 3 agents
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Figure 1: Results from the taxi and pursuit tasks. Each point
per 500 episodes shows average validation result over 100
episodes. Shaded areas are standard deviation across 5 seeds.

taxi 2 agent pursuit 3 agent pursuit

Agents 19x19 25x25
16x16
(r=1)

19x19
(r=1)

10x10
(r=1)

16x16
(r=2)

Dynamic Termination δ = 0.1 7.89 5.75 10.24 9.30 6.71 10.38

δ = 0 6.58 3.28 6.73 4.07 5.53 6.54

Greedy Termination 6.62 3.23 7.36 3.74 5.89 6.40

Option Termination -0.32 -0.94 5.47 -1.82 -3.77 5.20

IQL δ = 0.1 7.11 5.09 -1.57 -2.29 -1.62 -0.59

greedy 6.08 2.79 -2.12 -2.49 -2.13 -0.42

Table 1: Average reward after training for Taxi and Pursuit.
NxN denotes grid-world size, k agent pursuit is the required
number of agents for capture, and r is the capture range.

3 DELAYED COMMUNICATION
A straight forward application of decentralized multi-agent ap-
proaches like independent Q-learning (IQL) [12] to the Options
framework [11] would yield agents that make decisions indepen-
dent of each other: every agent would estimate the Q-value of its
available options with Equation 1. Here other agents are treated
as stationary parts of the environment, which can lead to unstable
training when those agents change their policy. The best way to
avoid this instability would be learn the Q-value w.r.t. the joint
option of all agents ot := (o1t , . . . ,o

n
t ), i.e. Qjoint(st , ot ) [8]. We

propose to use a delayed communication channel over which agents
signal the new option they switched to after each termination. This
approach allows each agent j access to all other agents’ options
of the previous time step o−jt−1 := (o1t−1, . . . ,o

j−1
t−1,o

j+1
t−1, . . . ,o

n
t−1).

Agents can approximate the joint Q-value by conditioning on this in-
formation, that is, by choosing options ojt that maximize the delayed
Q-value Q j (st , o

−j
t−1,o

j
t ). In this way, we can avoid maximization

over joint options and reduce potentially costly communication.
In our decentralized multi-agent options model, agent j selects

an option according to Q j (st , o
−j
t−1,o

j ), which is defined as:
Q j (st , o

−j
t−1,o

j ) := E
[
rt + γU

j (st+1, o
−j
t ,o

j )
]

(2)

U j (st+1, o
−j
t ,o

j ) :=
(
1 − βo

j
(st+1)

)
Q j (st+1, o

−j
t ,o

j )

+ βo
j
(st+1) max

o′j ∈O j
Q j (st+1, o

−j
t ,o

′j ) .

Note that if o−jt = o−jt−1, that is, if no other agent changes their
behaviour, the approximation ofQjoint(st , ot ) is perfect. In line with
Intra-Option Learning [11], we update the Q-values of all options
oj that would have executed the same action a

j
t as the actually

executed option ojt , which vastly improves sample efficiency.

4 DYNAMIC OPTION TERMINATION
Although greedy termination has been shown to improve perfor-
mance of single agents with imperfect options [3], the agent’s be-
haviour will become less predictable for others. In particular agents
that utilize the delayed Q-value of Equation 2 will make sub-optimal
decisions whenever another agent terminates. To increase the pre-
dictability of agents, while allowing them to terminate flexiblywhen
the task demands it, we propose to put a price δ on the decision
to terminate the current option. Option termination is therefore
no longer hard-coded, but becomes part of the agent’s policy. This
can be represented by an additional option oj = T for agent j to
terminate. Note that, unlike in the Options framework, we do not
need a termination function βo

j
(st ) for each option oj . It is enough

to compare the value of the previous option Q j (st , o
−j
t−1,o

j
t−1) with

the value of choosing a new optionQ j (st , o
−j
t−1,T ), as shown in our

novel dynamic termination Bellman equation :

Q j (st , o
−j
t−1,o

j ) :=

E
[
rt + γ max

o′j ∈{o j ,T }
Q j (st+1, o

−j
t ,o

′j )
]
,oj ,T

max
o′j ∈O j

Q j (st , o
−j
t−1,o

′j ) − δ ,oj =T
. (3)

Similarly to Equation 2, Equation 3 allows intra-option learning and
can be applied to all options oj that would have selected the same
action as the executed option ojt . Note that the termination option
T can always be updated, as it does not depend on the transition.

5 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
We test our approach on standard multi-agent taxi pickup and
pursuit tasks. In each episode,m passengers (preys) are randomly
distributed in a NxN grid-world. The agents will receive a full
observation of the grid-world, and (except for IQL agents) also the
last executed options of other agents. In the taxi pickup task, an
agent receives a reward of 1 by occupying the same grid as the
passenger. In the pursuit task, k agents need to occupy grids next
to a prey to capture it and each participating agent will receive
a reward of 1. In both tasks, each step incurs a cost of -0.01, and
options are defined as going towards equidistant landmarks of
distance L = 3. We compare our dynamic terminating agent with
four baseline methods: the option termination agent using the
original termination conditions, greedy termination (as introduced
in Sec. 2), and IQL agents with dynamic or greedy termination
schemes. All agents are trained off-policy using the exploration
policy with random termination probability ρ = 0.5 and we share
the parameters among the decentralized agents.

Figure 1(a) shows the results from the taxi pickup task. The op-
tion termination agent fails due to its inflexibility to switch options.
In contrast, our dynamic (δ = 0.15) agent is highly flexible. More-
over compared with greedy and IQL, its high predictability indeed
helps the agents to interpret others’ intentions and better distribute
their target passengers. Figure 1(b) shows the results on the pursuit
task, where at least two agents need to surround a prey within
capture range = 1. Seen from the IQL agents’ low performance,
option broadcasting and interpreting others’ behaviours are crucial
to this task. Our dynamic termination agent (δ = 0.1) significantly
outperforms all other agents. Compared with the greedy agents,
we can conclude that predictability significantly helps our dynamic
agents to stay committed and succeed in cooperation. Finally, we
present the performance of all agents across different tasks and
varying parameters in Table 1.
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